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The second act isn’t driven only by the pandemic
This new dawn started years ago and is the culmination of multiple forces and events:

Trade wars 
and tariffs

Rising labor 
costs in 
historically 
low-cost areas

Continued 
advancements 
in robotics, 
automation 
and artificial 
intelligence

The war 
in Ukraine

Growing 
urgency of 
the climate 
crisis

Accelerating 
changes in 
customer 
expectations 

A major part of this shift is the dawn of a new phase of investments in 
manufacturing in North America1

Movement of goods will increase inside the US and in North-South flows as new bridges are built 
across North America

of companies are 
planning direct 
investment in onshoring 
or nearshoring 
manufacturing

94%
consider building 
manufacturing capacity 
closer to home very 
important and essential 
to their survival 

54%

Companies don’t expect that bringing manufacturing home or closer to home 
will cost more1

The three most important 
outcomes from onshoring or 
nearshoring production are: 

Quality ResilienceSustainability

1. Accenture, Total Reinvention of North America Manufacturing Research
2. Association for Advancing Automation
3. Accenture CxO pulse survey September 2022

It’s time to 
build future-ready 
Supply Chain Networks

The future supply chain will look very different from what was built over the 
past three decades and how it has historically been viewed and managed1

Fr
om ToLinear, rigid 

supply chain

Responding 
to disruption

A cost 
center 

Agile, resilient, and sustainable 
supply chain network

Rethinking the foundation and 
reimaging competitive advantage 

An engine for growth 
and profitability

The second act of the globalized supply chain is under way 
The pandemic has ended the just-in-time supply chain and given birth 
to a new era of more resilient, flexible, and sustainable supply chains.

Global lines are being redrawn.

Production is coming closer to consumption to lower carbon emissions, 
as well as to meet customer demand more effectively.

Companies expect to have both manufacturing closer to the customer and the 
entire supply chain closer together1

This closer-to-home manufacturing capacity is set to expand1

of executives told us their organizations are 
participating in large-scale digital transformations as 
part of their efforts to onshore or move nearshore1

53% 11,595
robots worth $646 million were 
ordered by North American 
companies in Q1 2022. It’s a record2

This means increased demand for automation or robotics technicians in the 
manufacturing workforce1

Companies are serious about reimagining their supply chain
Contact us to learn more.

Companies plan to invest in shifting from global to regional or local 
supply chains driven by state-of-the-art technology

New automation or robotics skills, which companies said are the hardest 
to find, will be needed

These new supply chains will improve resiliency, drive more personalized 
experiences, and positively impact the planet

78% said they want their factories to be 
within 4 time zones of the customer

81% expect to grow between 4% 
and 10% over the next decade

Only1%

85% said that they want their incoming material 
sources to be within the same hemisphere 
or closer to their factories.

believe today’s next-gen 
plant-floor technology can 
reduce cost of goods sold

said reducing freight 
emissions is critical40% 75%

Are you ready for the future of supply chain networks?

40%

92%

96%

of companies said their most difficult manufacturing skills to 
fill are IT or automation and robotics technicians

of companies willing to upskill manufacturing employees

of CxOs say addressing skills shortages and retaining 
talent are their biggest priorities in the next 12 months3

The factories being built onshore or nearshore will leverage technology, data 
and AI to reach intelligent and sustainable operations

of companies think they can 
grow revenues and profits 
without changing their 
manufacturing footprint
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